Cattle have no place inside public transit

Neither do unwanted sexual advances

In an Ontario poll of Grade 9 students, 1 in 4 boys and 1 in 3 girls said:

- Someone brushed up against me in a sexual way.
- Someone touched, grabbed, or pinched me in a sexual way.

Unwanted public sexual advances are deliberate, usually made by humans, and can look like:

- Come here sexy!
- Hey, I’m talking to you (catcalling)
- Secretly taking photos (e.g., upskirting)
- Requesting for sexual favors
- Touching of breasts or genitals on self and others

Check out these links for empowering info, apps, and resources on sexual harassment and violence against women:

- STOP STREET HARASSMENT
- DRAW THE LINE.CA
- hollaback!
- METRAC ACTION ON VIOLENCE

See and share these resources to inspire positive change! To help support Springtide’s work in raising awareness about harassment please consider donating by clicking here.
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